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It might astonish some critics that I am somewhat the creature of inspiration. I compose and paint instinctively.... I see the work as a whole first. Then I compose the details. In working out, I always lose something. This cannot be avoided. There is always some loss when we materialize.... I am somewhat sad that people talk so much of atonality, of twelve-tone systems, of technical methods when it comes to my music.... I wish that my music should be considered as an honest and intelligent person who comes to us saying something he feels deeply and which is of significance to all of us. 20 Schoenberg tried for the remainder of his life to convince a wider public that this was his true intent as a composer.21 He wrote succinctly to the composer Roger Sessions, "That I write in this or that style or method is my private affair and is no concern to any listener-but I want my message to be understood and accepted." However, his relative isolation in Los Angeles (and Klemperer's illness and subsequent resignation from his Philharmonic post) hindered informed and sympathetic performances of his orchestral works.22 He lacked the performing skills that enabled such composers as Bela Bart6k, Paul Hindemith, Ernst Krenek, Igor Stravinsky, and Ernst Toch-as concert performers-to promote their works in person to American audiences. With the exception of his own recording of Pierrot lunaire in Los Angeles for Columbia (in 1940),23 Schoenberg's works were not taken up by major American recording companies until after his death. Although he received prestigious and well-paid commissions from Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, the Koussevitzky foundation, and Harvard University, all based in the East Coast, obtaining commissions on the West Coast was difficult and unrewarding in terms of fees and publicity, and he managed to get only four.
The first came in 1938, when Schoenberg contacted Los Angeles's most influential Jewish leader, Rabbi Jakob Sonderling. Schoenberg had received desperate pleas for help from friends and relatives trapped in Austria and Germany. While he wrote many testimonials for these supplicants, he was unable to meet requirements to guarantee their financial stability in the United States, and hoped to interest wealthy members of Rabbi Sonderling's congregation at the Fairfax Temple in providing the necessary affidavits.24 To support this effort, his Kol nidre, op. 39, was commissioned by the rabbi (who collaborated with Schoenberg on the text) for performance in a Yom Kippur service that fall, a month before the disasters of Kristallnacht.25 Schoenberg's free treatment of its cantus firmus chant prevented its first performance in a synagogue, and so the service, narrated by Sonderling, took place in the Coconut Grove nightclub at the Ambassador Hotel.26 G. Schirmer rejected it for publication in 1941. The second commission, for the Piano Concerto, op. 42 (1942), was originally to have been a "piano piece" for which Schoenberg's pupil, the pianist Oscar Levant, put up $100. When the work grew into a concerto, Levant got cold feet over Schoenberg's fee and performance requirements and withdrew.27 The fee was paid by a wealthy University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), student of Schoenberg's, Henry Clay Shriver. Another pupil, Nathaniel Shilkret, who had been a member of Schoenberg In Yates's first discussion (in 1939) with Schoenberg about his works, the composer declared that his newly published Violin Concerto could not be performed by anyone living, as Jascha Heifetz had said he could not play it.32 Jose Rodriguez had reported to Schoenberg that "a virtuoso" had told him the concerto would be unplayable until violinists could grow a new fourth finger. Rodriguez described Schoenberg "laughing like a pleased child" at this remark and continuing, "Yes, yes. That will be fine. The concerto is extremely difficult, just as much for the head as for the hands. I am delighted to add another unplayable work to the repertoire. I want the concerto to be difficult and I want the little finger to become longer. I can wait."33 Undaunted by this information, Yates convinced a Hollywood Bowl Young Artists' Audition winner to lear the concerto with his wife, the experienced (and European-trained) pianist Frances Mullen. When they took two movements to Schoenberg t(on 10 February 1940), the composer was pleased enough with their work that he arranged for them to perform one movement on NBC radio. He wrote kindly on the young violinist's score, "Now I heard this for the first time and I am satisfied, about you and the composition too."34 These extremely contradictory responses illustrate both Schoenberg's concern for students and his anger toward those who crossed or belittled him. The pianist Leonard Stein remembered that "Schoenberg never made a fuss about how well one performed his works. He realized performers were doing their best. He'd be glad if you came to him beforehand to practice. He wouldn't have much to say. He wasn't going to spend his time goading the performers."35 However, Stein also remembered Schoenberg bearing such a grudge against Heifetz that even in the impecunious last years of his life he refused the violinist's financial help.36 Such paradoxes in Schoenberg's attitudes were basic to the complexity and intensity of his mind. While studying with him, Dika Newlin recorded in her diaries many instances of the "unresolvable contradictions" in his character.37 His daughter, Nuria, offers her analysis: "He was gentle and he was severe, and he was angry and he was sweet, and he was happy and he was sad, and I think he was all of the things that everyone else is, to a much more intensified degree.... When he was angry, he was much angrier than anyone else was. And when he was happy, he was much happier."38 Carl Engel found that there was no one more herzlich or cordial than Schoenberg. Yet even Engel, along with other New York publishers, critics, radio, and recording companies, received doses of Schoenberg's frequently paranoid outbursts of spleen.39 In Los Angeles, Europeans in the growing emigre community often were treated frostily by Schoenberg, who felt that they, more than Americans who lacked a sophisticated musical background, should certainly pay respect to his stature.40 Anyone whom Schoenberg suspected of acting presumptuously toward him felt his anger, which could be spiked with irony and wit. In 1948, at the beginning of his bitter altercation with Thomas Mann over the author's "pirating" of twelve-tone theory in the novel Doctor Faustus, Schoenberg sent Mann an invented "1988" encyclopedia article (by a musicologist named "Hugo Triebsamen") which recorded that Thomas Mann, the composer, was the real inventor of the twelve-tone system, but having become a writer he had allowed its appropriation by the thievish composer Schoenberg It was Schoenberg's own awareness of his mastery as a teacher that originally convinced him he could support his family in Los Angeles. However, he had no contacts with the two major universities, UCLA and USC, and the music divisions of both institutions were in a weak condition, both financially and academically, because of the depression. His initial idea was to teach film composers, for film was the one industry that was flourishing financially. He may have also had creative motives partly in mind, for in Europe Schoenberg had long been seriously attracted to film as an aspect of Gesamtkunstwerk. In particular, the staging difficulties in his one-act opera Die gliickliche Hand had led him in 1913 to suggest a filmed version, designed by Oskar Kokoschka, Wassily Kandinsky, or Alfred Roller (Mahler's favored designer at the Vienna Opera).60 During the early development of sound in film, Schoenberg composed his Accompaniment Music to a Film Scene, op. 34 (1929-30) and, at Klemperer's suggestion, considered creating a film for it with the Bauhaus artist and designer Laszl6 Moholy-Nagy. However, now that economic survival was uppermost in his mind, it was his confidence and interest in teaching that he leaned upon, and these strengths determined his life in America.
He knew, from his year with the Malkin Conservatory, that in comparison to his European pupils American music students were ill prepared. He hoped film composers would be better equipped to make use of his teaching and better able to pay him a comfortable living. This turned out to be partly true. Soon after his arrival in October 1934 he began advertising himself in local newspapers as a teacher. He gave public lectures in Hollywood61 and soon developed a heavy schedule of private teaching, which remained lucrative until a 1937 strike in the film studios. Many of his private students were film composers, some of whom must have been told, as was David Raksin (a self-taught musician who came to Hollywood in his twenties to arrange music for Chaplin's George Gershwin was one of the rare musicians for whom music was not a matter of greater or lesser ability. Music for him was the air he breathed, food that nourished him, drink that refreshed him. Music was that which he felt, and music was the feeling that he received. Originality of this sort is only granted to the great, and without doubt he was a great composer.67 Many comments from Schoenberg's American students echo Oscar Levant's praise for Schoenberg as "the greatest teacher in the world,"87 one who invested extraordinary care and energy in his work and whose methods were unique. But because he recognized that the ability to compose is inborn and cannot be taught, Schoenberg's attitude was paradoxical. He frequently made this comment about his own teaching:
I always called it one of my greatest merits to have discouraged the greatest majority of my pupils from composing. There remain, from the many hundreds of pupils, only 6-8 who compose. I find such who need encouragement must be discouraged, because only such should compose to whom creation is a "must," a necessity, a passion, such as would not stop composing if they were discouraged a thousand times.88
Rather than encouraging his pupils, he showed them that "I did not think too much of their creative ability ... All my pupils differ from one another extremely.... They all had to find their way alone, for themselves."89 He did not attempt to teach a style or to give his students "tricks." Gerald Strang described the acute analytical ability that lay behind the way in which Schoenberg was a "destructive rather than a constructive critic" for his students: "He had the knack ... of putting his finger on the reason why something went wrong.... Schoenberg recognized that nine times out of ten the weakness was a result of something that happened earlier, and could go back and say [why]. This must have had some influence on the criticism and self-criticism of the people who worked with him." 90 John Cage, at age twenty-two, was among a group of three private students, who, joining together to save on their fees, studied at the Schoenberg home on Canyon Cove in Hollywood in the fall of 1934. In spite of the harsh criticism he received, Cage believed that "Schoenberg was a magnificent teacher," one who put his students in touch with musical principles.
I studied counterpoint at his home and attended all his classes at USC and later at UCLA when he moved there. I also took his course in harmony, for which I had no gift.... He told me that without a feeling for harmony I would always encounter an obstacle, a wall through which I wouldn't be able to pass. The USC summer teaching gave Schoenberg a great deal of trouble, for he found himself teaching a class of thirty to forty public school and college teachers, middle-aged and older, who were in the class to earn a few credits that would improve their salary schedules. 97 It was in many ways a very frustrating period for him and for everybody else. He had come to us with the reputation of being extraordinarily difficult to get along with, being very autocratic, very domineering and intolerant. But the effect of being so completely dislocated and having to find these ways through an educational system which was so completely foreign to all the European models that he had been accustomed to, apparently made him much less domineering than he had been. I never saw any of that. He was sensitive.
[His] feelings were easily hurt. He was constantly misunderstanding people's motives. He was resentful, for instance, if someone on one of the faculties on which he taught gave a party and didn't invite him and Mrs. Schoenberg.... If he saw somebody on campus [who] didn't come and shake hands with him, he thought he had done something to offend them. Or-vice versa-perhaps they were intending to offend him. All this kind of personal sensitivity made it very difficult for him, but somebody had to act as a buffer and a bridge. That was my role for the first two-and-a-half to three years he was in Southern California. 98 Strang and Stein both commented that neither USC nor UCLA allowed Schoenberg the influence he deserved. Although Schoenberg never reached the salary he hoped for at UCLA, his new position helped him withstand the reduction in his private teaching in 1937, when (because of a "little catastrophe in Hollywood") his film students stopped their lessons owing to cancellation of their film contracts. 99 In the 1930s UCLA was converting from its past as a school of teacher education and becoming a real university. Strang felt that UCLA had hired Schoenberg as an outstanding and controversial inter-national figure who would enhance the reputation of the newly emerging academic institution. At first Schoenberg was given hope that he would be allowed to develop (and be director of) the theory and composition program of the music department. With the same force and zeal he had fruitlessly applied to the rescue of European Jewry, he drew up memos and plans. His July 1937 plan for graduate students in the UCLA music department outlined Schoenberg's principles of artistic commitment: a devotion "only comparable to that to religion or to the fatherland"; and a respect for laws of morality, which are stricter than those of everyday life. He deeply believed that " From the start Schoenberg's classes were overlarge. In 1937, teaching twenty-five students in composition, twenty-five in analysis, and sixty in counterpoint, he petitioned Robert G. Sproul, the president of UCLA, for salaries for teaching assistants and also requested funds to build a library of scores for students in analysis and composition.101 With prodigious energy, intellect, and self-assurance, Schoenberg envisioned new educational structures. He proposed a conservatorylike domain within the music department, which he called a "Music Club."102 It would contain a number of divisions he called "schools": an orchestra school, a school for conducting, and a school of orchestration, whose pupils would orchestrate pieces for the conductors and the chamber orchestra and would attend rehearsals of the Philharmonic and the Federal Symphony Orchestra. There would also be a choir school and a school for copyists. There would be a fixed time when students would listen to recorded works while following scores. These same works would be performed in concerts by prominent local artists of Schoenberg's choice,103 in which the choir and the orchestra would also perform.
Schoenberg also attempted to elevate the university's musical training to a European level. His projected "Curriculum for Composers" (1941-42) was intended to "sharpen prerequisites" in order to separate the more talented students from those aiming only to fulfill average requirements: "It seems to me that a great number of talented students to be found in this community could be stimulated to take a more serious attitude towards art if they were forced to," he wrote. His suggested plan for this process involved progression through six undergraduate courses in harmony, counterpoint, and analysis, to the seventh, "Composition for Composers" (with the consent of the instructor). Graduate classes for composers would be in different aspects of composition.104 Following the precepts of the great Viennese musicologist Guido Adler, Schoenberg wanted to require of graduate students a thorough knowledge of specific works. He recommended that students be informed of what they must study for their oral examinations and what they should expect to be asked. 105 The committee for such an examination should consist of not only three members of the music faculty, but also one member from the art department and one from philosophy or physics. The theory or composition student should undertake a thesis on a problem of composition, including analysis, comparison of two or more works in regard to the problem, and an independent investigation, idea, or theory, with illustrations. 106 Schoenberg often expressed his opinion that to be a composer one should study intensively for a minimum of five-sometimes he demanded eight-years.
Another radical vision Schoenberg developed for UCLA in 1940 was a faculty forum of the arts and aesthetics. He hoped to engage teaching colleagues from the sciences and the humanities in regular discussions as to what effect recent changes in technology, sociology, and economics might be having on the arts and aesthetics. He foresaw culture-altering changes overtaking a society that neglected full communication between arts and sciences. Among the problems he predicted and sought the help of his colleagues to solve was the possible "end of art," caused by the erosion of a class structure and the consequent inability of artists to resist the temptation to satisfy the demands of the broad masses. 107 None of these plans were realized during Schoenberg's tenure at UCLA. Instead, the hiring emphasis in the music department turned toward musicologists, and staff positions were not developed to achieve the graduate program in composition Schoenberg had in mind. "The situation at UCLA was always very frustrating to him," said Strang; Schoenberg did not "fit" in at UCLA. But he "had an active, wiry mind which was constantly grabbing hold of and tussling with something. If it was something which he couldn't resolve . .. his tendency was to push it aside and concentrate on something else."108 Although Schoenberg was unable to convert to his views the administrations of either university in Los Angeles, his influence on his students was considerable and long-lasting. He saw clearly that he needed to adapt his expectations to American levels of musical background. He found talent, inventive ability, and originality in American students, but it was his opinion that the general level of their music education was "superficial and external."109 In a 1938 article Schoenberg found his students' musical experience akin to "Swiss cheese-almost more holes than cheese."'10 Because of this, he wrote, "I had to change many of my ideas which I developed within almost forty years of teach-ing."11l His curriculum at UCLA covered harmony and basic analysis for beginners (taught by his assistant), composition for beginners, counterpoint for beginners, structural functions of harmony, analysis of larger forms, and orchestration. He asked beginning students in composition to write complete rondos, which he presented at his home with formality and pride in carefully planned celebrations. Using approved radio broadcasts of concert music, he also assigned student listening reports. For these he worked out, in careful detail, rigorous and comprehensive questionnaires.
Leonard Stein found that while Schoenberg's musical examples and exercises remained in many ways similar to those he had used for his European pupils,112 his teaching and his theory texts written in America, while maintaining his basic principles, were adjusted toward the needs of "beginners." Schoenberg grew proud of his ability to teach noncomposers and even boasted to Stein that he could teach composing to tables and chairs. 113 The irony of America' perception that Schoenberg was the influence behind postwar conposers' conformity to serialism is that this was a development he did not ultimately intend. While his Violin and Piano Concertos, the Fourth String Quartet, the Genesis prelude, the String Trio, the Phantasy, and A Survivor from Warsaw are serial works, in his 'California period Schoenberg also composed a number of works in which he yielded to his "longing to return to the older style," which included tonality. ( Folksongs, op. 49, for mixed chorus.) The intensity of his teaching, which took more hours of his life than it had in Europe, and the depth of his homage to and analysis of the works of earlier masters in response to the needs of his American students might seem to have influenced this change. However, in replying to questions on the subject from Josef Rufer, whom he particularly trusted, Schoenberg wrote that for him composing had always meant "obeying an inner urge," even when that meant changing styles to accommodate his "upsurge of a desire for tonality."162 This was but another dimension to his creative work, which was always developing in surprising ways. There is a notable easing of serial restrictions in Schoenberg's American twelve-tone works. He also used tonal vocabulary in serial works when he felt the meaning demanded it (in the Ode to Napoleon, op. 41, his protest against dictatorial tyranny; and in the Piano Concerto, op. 42, the program of which outlines the emotions of being uprooted from one's homeland). In his texted works (approximately half of those composed in Los Angeles) Schoenberg continued exploring new expressive uses of Sprechstimme and narration to project his meaning, right up to his last work, the fragment titled "Modem Psalm no. 1," op. 50c, a setting of his own words for chorus with speaker and orchestra. 163 In his last public lecture, presented 29 November 1949 at UCLA, Schoenberg discussed his "evolution," not his revolution. He paid tribute to those who educated him musically, from his early musician friends to his compositional mentors Brahms, Bruckner, Liszt, Mahler, Richard Strauss, Wagner, and Hugo Wolf. Lacking a basis in traditional theory, he had learned to rely on "the miraculous contributions of the subconscious ... the power behind the human mind, which produces miracles for which we do not deserve credit." This evolved into a belief that seems (if we look beneath all Schoenberg's paradoxes and complexity) deeply consistent throughout much of his life: "What I believe, in fact, is that if one has done his duty with the utmost sincerity and has worked out everything as near to perfection as he is capable of doing, then the Almighty presents him with a gift, with additional features of beauty such as he never could have produced by his talents alone."164 Beauty in Schoenberg's music comes to the ears of the American public only as performers gradually grow to be at ease with its accompanying challenges. It does not come to the ear through systematic analysis, but through awareness of the intuitive expressivity-the implicit romanticism -in his musical ideas and language. 
